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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the

question.

1) Broca's area is where in the brain?

A) Parietal lobe, right side

B) Frontal lobe, right side

C) Frontal lobe, left side

D) Parietal lobe, left side

2) Name the parts of the Central Nervous System.

A) Brain and spinal cord

B) Spinal cord and viscera

C) Viscera and PNS

D) Brain and viscera

3) MRI is  used

A) to assess brain function using magnetic resonance imaging

B) to assess brain structure and function using magnetic repulsion imaging

C) to assess brain structure using magnetic resonance imaging

D) None of the above

4) Broca's patient Tan helped neuroscience demonstrate that language is

A) dependent on hearing

B) difficult to understand

C) often imprecise

D) localized and lateralized

5) The four lobes of the brain include

A) Temperature and Parietal

B) Frontal and Rear

C) Temporal and Parietal

D) Occupational and Partial
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6) CT scans assess brain structure by

A) using feline tomography

B) using controlled tomography

C) using magnetic technology

D) using multiple Xrays

7) FMRI is used

A) to assess brain structure using magnetic repulsion imaging

B) to assess brain structure using magnetic resonance imaging

C) to assess brain function using magnetic resonance imaging

D) None of the above

8) Korbinian Brodmann used a microscope to construct

A) bacterial invasions

B) cell function theory

C) crime scene investigations

D) cortical maps

9) Galen was one of the first to teach

A) anatomy

B) rationalism

C) microbiology

D) cognitive philosophy

10) Name the parts of the PNS

A) Brain and autonomic nervous system

B) Somatic and autonomic nervous system

C) Brain and peripheral nerves

D) Brain and spinal cord

11) The corpus callosum connects

A) The upper and lower hemispheres

B) The white matter and the grey matter

C) The sulci and the gyri

D) The right and left hemispheres

12) What percentage of the brain do most people use?

A) 50%

B) 10%

C) 90%

D) None of the above
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13) Andreas Vesalius was the first to print  a book on

A) human thought

B) the history of medicine

C) the history of lexicons

D) human anatomy

14) Carl Wernicke helped demonstrate the language is

A) strictly localized

B) localized only to the frontal lobe

C) dependent on operations in the frontal and temporal lobes

D) dependent on operations in the frontal and occipital lobes

15) The synapse is:

A) a junction between two nerve cells, consisting of a minute gap across which impulses pass by

diffusion of a neurotransmitter

B) a junction between two nerve cells, located in the neurotransmitter of the cell body

C) a junction between two nerve cells, consisting of dendritic impulses

D) a junction between two nerve cells, in which glia passes between the axon of one cell and the

dendrite of another

16) When conceptualizing the difference of viewing humans separate from God and appreciating the

oneness of God, we would say that one is using which brain functions?

A) Binary and holistic

B) Emotional and binary

C) Holistic and causal

D) Conceptual and experiential

17) What would be an example of the brain process of reductionist processing in religious belief?

A) Understanding the biosphere in its totality as influencing spirituality.

B) Thinking God's influence on the universe as a whole.

C) Comparing the finiteness of humans versus the infinite of God.

D) Seeing God affects all things or is in all things.

18) Wondering about whether God only initiated the universe versus whether he is constantly making

things happen......

A) is a hybrid application of the willfulness and reductionist brain processes.

B) emphasizes the difference between the binary and holistic functions of the brain.

C) is a consequence of causal brain processing.

D) is a manifestation of the abstractive brain process.
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19) What might be directions that the abstractive brain process would take in Jewish theology?

A) Doing something of your own free will.

B) Being aware that you are constant; not transient.

C) Measuring distance and eating required foods.

D) Following Talmudic logic or knowing not to steal.

20) If neuroscience was used to change religious hate to religious love, which brain process is

modified?

A) the abstractive process

B) the emotional process

C) the existential process

D) the willfulness process
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Answer Key

Testname: JSC 5780 TEST NO. 01 SCIENCE AND JUD

1) C
2) A
3) C
4) D
5) C
6) D
7) C
8) D
9) A
10) B
11) D
12) D
13) D

14) C

15) A
16) A

17) D

18) C

19) D
20) B
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